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Identify Concerns

- Increased stress/anxiety
- Increased substance (alcohol, food, smoke,...)
- Memory issues
- Fear
- Agitation
- Digestive issue
- Sleep
- Not being able to see an improvement/hope
Ideas

• Keep a schedule/routine, get dressed, meals...
• Plan at least one connection a day, break it down
• Video, phone, Write letters, emails, journal
• Stay busy, try new things
• Purpose, make something, try something new
• Plan for future, this will not last forever
• Exercise, get outside
• Do something for others
• Pets
• Self compassion, sources of comfort
• Recognize strengths, past experiences
Resources

- Peer Support
- Meals on Wheels
- Senior Companion Programs
- CAP/Resource Centers
- AARP
- Catholic Charities
- Salvation Army
- NAMI
- Church/temple/faith organizations
- NA/AA
- Gyms, apps, tapes